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SUMMARY & KEY FINDINGS 

Housing affordability in the United States has remained relatively stable over time, as rising prices have 

been offset by lower borrowing costs. Over the last 18 months, housing affordability has begun to collapse 

in the face of first rapid price increases and now rapid interest rate hikes. This problem is even more acute 

in Arizona and the Phoenix metro market, where prices have increased much more quickly than nationally; 

prices here have risen 40% since the end of 2020, versus 25% for the United Statesi. 

 

• Despite relative stability over time, housing costs - as a function of both prices and interest rates - 

have exploded since mid-2020 since first home prices and now 30-year rates have ballooned. As 

measured by CSI’s ‘home buyer misery index’, housing costs in Phoenix are now double 

their long-run average.  

• Owing partly to supply-constraints imposed given the presumption the 2006 ‘housing bubble’ was 

caused by speculative overbuilding, Arizona has underbuilt over the last decade, and today has a 

shortfall of about 95,800 housing units. A burgeoning Arizona home-construction boom may not 

survive a cooling US economy and housing market. 

• As measured by hours of work required to service a typical 30-year mortgage, housing affordability 

in Arizona had been improving over time. In 1989 a typical household had to work 64 hours to 

make a monthly mortgage payment, versus just 41 hours last year. Since then, rising rates have 

increased costs in terms of time to over 65 hours, and at current prices mortgage rates rising to 

8% would push costs to nearly 90 hours per month – unsustainably high. 

 

Though not yet apparent in the (lagging) data, CSI believes rising interest rates, a slowing economy and 

lofty values will end Arizona’s home price appreciation and may even induce some general price declines. 

 

HOUSING COSTS & THE HOMER BUYER MISERY INDEX 

In 1989, a typical home in 

Arizona cost less than 

$100,000 – versus 

$445,000 todayii. 30-year 

mortgage rates, on the 

other hand, have fallen over 

the past 30 years from 

10.7% in 1989 to a low of 

under 2.9% by the end of 

2021iii. These divergent 

trends create a 

counterintuitive tendency in 

affordability, and 

accounting for both in a 

normalized “buyers misery 

index” reveals an 

unexpected fact: 

affordability was relatively 
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stable over the past thirty years (at an index value of ~100.0). Two periods exhibit significant deviation 

from this trend: the “housing bubble” of the late-2000’s, and the post-2020 period of rapid increases. 

 

• Housing costs – as a function of both prices and interest rates – had been unexpectedly stable 

over time. Home prices appear to have an inverse relationship with mortgage rates. 

• Beginning in late-2020, home prices began accelerating rapidly, and rapid price increases 

continued even after mortgage rates began to rise this year. Between Aug. 2010 and Aug. 2020, 

the buyer misery index increased at an average rate of 0.3%/month. Since then, it has increased 

at an average rate of 2.3%/month – more than 7 times faster. 

• Mortgage costs have begun rising rapidly, and average rates (5.81% today) have doubled in less 

than one year. This has serious consequences for affordability, which as measured by the buyer 

misery index has fallen by 29% in just 10 months.  

• Today, home costs in the Phoenix metro market are arguably worse than they have ever been, 

with the buyer misery index at twice its long-run average and 31% above its prior peak in 2006. 

Confirming the sensitivity of home buyers to the combined costs of mortgage rates and home 

prices, after peaking on June 23, 30-year average rates have since fallen 9% on cooling demand. 

 

HOUSING SUPPLY OVER TIME 

Most observers agree that 

housing supply – and 

particularly the supply of 

affordable, accessible 

housing – has failed to keep 

up with demand both 

nationally and in Arizona. It 

appears that after a building 

boom in the mid-2000’s 

that succeeded in bringing 

the states per capita 

housing stock to its highest 

levels in modern state 

history, building slowed 

dramatically after 2010 and 

has since failed to keep 

pace with population 

growth. 

 

• Between 2010 and 2020, the State added 243,000 new housing units but population grew by 

779,000 people (3.2 people per unit)iv. This created a cumulative housing deficit of approximately 

72,000 units ahead of the pandemic (2% of total stock). 

• In 2020, a net 105,000 Americans moved to Arizona – versus about 46,000 on average over the 

prior 10 years. This domestic migration has fueled all the state’s recent population gains as natural 

growth has stalled, and these migrants would have had immediate housing needs (versus lagged 

needs arising from population growth driven by natural births).  
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• Combined with demand changes induced by pandemic response, unprecedentedly low interest 

rates, and large Federal cash transfers, these factors created a market shock which precipitated 

current prices. 

• On the other hand, the state appears to be on the cusp of its largest housing construction boom in 

a decade. Arizona added 46,200 new housing units in 2021, and based on permits datav, is on pace 

to add over 70,000 units this year. 

• CSI estimates the current Arizona housing unit shortfall at approximately 95,000 units. If building 

trends persist as expected, this will fall to 79,100 units next year, and continue falling thereafter. 

• To resolve the shortfall within 5 (10) years and after accounting for expected population growth, 

the state needs to add 54,300 (46,400) units annually. Based on current permit data the state is 

adding over 70,000 units annually. 

• However, demand may already be cooling and the economy slowing. This may induce developers 

to curtail new construction and end our burgeoning building boom before it can close these gaps. 

Policymakers should pursue supply-friendly policies that enable the development of the state’s 

housing stock while avoiding the demand-side subsidies that put pressure on prices. 

• Table 1 at the end of this report details the statewide shortfall by county. Notably, many of the 

state’s rural counties have housing surpluses, due to slower household formation and population 

growth. The bulk of the state’s shortage is concentrated in Maricopa, Pima and Pinal counties. 

 

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY 

As discussed above, the 

cost of housing is not simply 

a function of home prices, 

but also interest rates. This 

is because approximately 

90% of home purchases are 

financed. On the other 

hand, housing affordability 

is a function not just of 

prices and interest rates but 

also incomes, given that 

relatively wealthier 

households are presumably 

better able to absorb price 

increases. However, simply 

comparing mortgage costs 

to household incomes may 

be a biased measure 

affordability since households can change their hours worked over time in response to norms and 

preferences (wage rates, dual-income households, etc.). Instead, CSI considers – at prevailing average 

hourly wage rates, 30-year interest rates, and home prices – how many hours a typical household would 

need to work to make their monthly mortgage payment. This provides a consistent basis of comparison to 

determine how affordable – in terms of household hours – housing is across time and independent of 

other changes. 
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• In January 1989, at an estimated average hourly wage of $11.21, typical home price of $96,743, 

and an average 30-year mortgage rate of 10.73%, an Arizona household would need to work for 

64 hours to make their monthly mortgage payment. This fell to a pre-bubble low of under 43 hours 

in mid-2003. 

• By the peak of the housing bubble in mid-2006, housing affordability reached its lowest CSI-

recorded levels - with the typical household having to work over 77 hours to make their monthly 

payments. This then fell to an all-time low of just 23 hours by January 2012. 

• As recently as mid-2021, Arizona households would have had to work 43 hours/month to service 

mortgage costs at (gross) prevailing wages of $29.84 - effectively returning affordability to levels 

seen in the early 2000’s and well below levels in 1989. 

• Since then, affordability has collapsed as costs have risen rapidly and hourly earnings growth has 

slowed. As of May 2022, households must work nearly 66 hours to service a typical monthly 

mortgage - a 64% increase in just one year. 

• Strikingly, however, in terms of workhours required to meet monthly mortgage costs, housing 

remains more affordable today than it was in mid-2006. 

• Rising mortgage costs will destroy affordability at current prices. If typical home prices in the 

Phoenix metro market remains at about $450,000 and mortgage rates rise to 8.0%, a household 

would need to work nearly 90 hours to service a monthly mortgage payment - a rate without 

historical precedent and over half the expected workhours of a typical worker. 

• These kinds of levels are simply not sustainable – it would take a change in interest rates and/or 

hourly incomes relative to current trends to maintain housing demand at current price levels. If 

neither of those can adjust, then it seems almost certain that price levels will fall, and demand will 

cool – an outcome perhaps favored by home buyers but not by homeowners. 
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Estimate of Housing Surplus/(Deficit) in 2021 Statewide & By County 

County 

Housing 

Deficit 

Rank  

2021 

Deficit 

(Low) 

2021 

Deficit 

(Mid) 

2021 

Deficit 

(High) 

Deficit/ 
Surplus 

as a 

percent 

(Low) 

Deficit/ 
Surplus 

as a 

percent 

(Mid) 

Deficit/ 
Surplus as 

a percent 

(High) 

Arizona Shortage   (18,268) (95,808) (183,062) (1%) (3%) (7%) 

Apache 15 5897 4410 2922 20% 16% 11% 

Cochise 13 2931 1386 (158) 5% 2% 0% 

Coconino 6 1248 (1905) (5057) 2% (4%) (10%) 

Gila 10 2046 520 (1005) 8% 2% (4%) 

Graham 9 624 277 (70) 5% 2% (1%) 

Greenlee 11 656 543 431 15% 13% 11% 

La Paz 7 405 (1148) (2701) 4% (12%) (33%) 

Maricopa 1 (11,580) (57,860) (104,139) (1%) (3%) (6%) 

Mohave 12 6228 867 (4494) 6% 1% (5%) 

Navajo 14 6497 3846 1196 14% 9% 3% 

Pima 2 (2769) (14,665) (26,561) (1%) (3%) (6%) 

Pinal 3 (1777) (10,130) (18,483) (1%) (6%) (12%) 

Santa Cruz 8 244 (231) (706) 1% (1%) (4%) 

Yavapai 4 (2143) (7696) (13,250) (2%) (7%) (13%) 

Yuma 5 2091 (2174) (6439) 2% (3%) (8%) 
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